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Subject: English  

Aspect: Assignment– Week 1 

Thursday (10 March, 2022) 

Topic: Nouns 

New Grammar Companion 

Let’s recap; 

Noun  

 Any name given to a person, thing, animal or place is called a 

Noun. Nouns are words used to refer to objects, places and living 

things. Some nouns also refer to feelings and emotions. 

Example: boy, mango, school, bus etc.  

Types of Noun 

1. Common Noun 

A common noun is the general, non-specific term for a person, 

place, thing, or idea. Usually, common nouns are not capitalized 
unless they begin a sentence.  

For example, as you work on your homework, think about the things 
you are using. You might be using a computer, a textbook, or a 

pencil. 

2. Proper Noun 

A proper noun is a specific, unique person, place, thing, or idea. 

Unlike common nouns, proper nouns are almost always capitalized.  
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Let’s consider the same example from above, but instead, now we 

will be more specific about the resources necessary to complete your 

homework. For example, New Grammar Companion textbook, Pilot 

Black pen, Google Chrome Book etc. 

3. Material Noun 

It refers to the matter, material or substance with which things are 

made. E.g.  gold, silver, milk etc. 

4. Collective Noun 

It is used to refer to a group of a particular type of individuals. E.g. 

group of cows is called herd. Similarly, a group of lions is called 

pride. 

5. Abstract Noun 

A noun which is used to denote something which is not concrete or 

physically existing but merely an idea, a feeling, a state or an action.  

E.g. youthfulness, bravery, beauty, fear, honesty etc. 

 

Instructions: 

Follow the solved examples and complete the respective exercise in 

your English Grammar book. (Page no. 11 and 12) 
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A. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the given nouns for the 

following exercise. Use each noun only one time.  

1. I don’t have much luggage, only two small bags. 

2. They are going to tell you all you want to know. They are going to 

give you a lot of information. 

3. There is room for everybody to sit comfortably. There are a lot of 

chairs. 

B. Point out the nouns in the following sentences and say 

whether they are Common (C), Proper (P), Collective (CO) or 

Abstract (A). 

1. Always speak the truth.  (A)  

2. Honesty is the best policy. (A)  

3. King Solomon was famous for his wisdom. (P), (A)  

C. Underline the concrete nouns. Circle the abstract nouns.  

1. Jane and David have been on a raft for  

2. David makes a net from an old bag and thread.  

Chairs   job   luggage   progress   experience   furniture   

information   permission   hair   work 


